sc-PDB-Frag: a database of protein-ligand interaction patterns for Bioisosteric replacements.
Bioisosteric replacement plays an important role in medicinal chemistry by keeping the biological activity of a molecule while changing either its core scaffold or substituents, thereby facilitating lead optimization and patenting. Bioisosteres are classically chosen in order to keep the main pharmacophoric moieties of the substructure to replace. However, notably when changing a scaffold, no attention is usually paid as whether all atoms of the reference scaffold are equally important for binding to the desired target. We herewith propose a novel database for bioisosteric replacement (scPDBFrag), capitalizing on our recently published structure-based approach to scaffold hopping, focusing on interaction pattern graphs. Protein-bound ligands are first fragmented and the interaction of the corresponding fragments with their protein environment computed-on-the-fly. Using an in-house developed graph alignment tool, interaction patterns graphs can be compared, aligned, and sorted by decreasing similarity to any reference. In the herein presented sc-PDB-Frag database ( http://bioinfo-pharma.u-strasbg.fr/scPDBFrag ), fragments, interaction patterns, alignments, and pairwise similarity scores have been extracted from the sc-PDB database of 8077 druggable protein-ligand complexes and further stored in a relational database. We herewith present the database, its Web implementation, and procedures for identifying true bioisosteric replacements based on conserved interaction patterns.